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A recent paper by Castagnino, Giacomini and Lara con-
cludes that there is no chaos in a conformally coupled closed
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker universe, which is in apparent
contradiction with previous works. We point out that al-
though nonchaotic the quoted system is nonintegrable.
PACS numbers: 04.62.+v, 98.80.-k
Castagnino, Giacomini and Lara (CGL) [1] ana-
lyzed the dynamical evolution of the spatially closed
Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) cosmology confor-
mally coupled to a massive, real, scalar field. Employing
the cosmological time as the time parameter, they show
that for arbitrary initial conditions the universe will col-
lapse in a finite time and with a divergent rate of con-
traction. Their conclusion is that there is no chaos in the
model.
The same system had been previously considered by
Calzetta and El Hasi [2], who presented evidence of
chaotic behavior subsequently confirmed by Bombelli,
Lombardo and Castagnino [3]. Since these authors em-
ployed the conformal time in their analyses, CGL argue
that the discrepancy of the results would rely on the dif-
ferent time parameters used – the origin of an intensive
debate in the paradigmatic mixmaster model [4]. The
aim of this note is to show that this is not the case and
that all these fine works are in complete agreement in
spite of the different choices of coordinates.
The classical theory of dynamical systems regards the
study of systems of the form
dx
dt
= F(x), (1)
for a fixed choice of the time parameter t. An invari-
ant set of the phase space x is chaotic if it presents a
sensitive dependence on initial conditions and mixing.
This characterization is invariant under space diffeomor-
phisms: y = ψ(x). In general relativity, the absence of
an absolute time forces us to consider system (1) under
space-time diffeomorphisms: y = ψ(x, t), dτ = λ(x, t)dt.
Usually, the dynamical variables in this context are either
functions of the space-time coordinates xµ (possibly to-
gether with spins, Euler angles, etc.), when we study mo-
tions in a given background geometry, or functions of the
metric gµν (possibly together with other fields), when we
consider the evolution of the geometry itself. The study
of chaos in general relativity faces both conceptual and
technical difficulties. The former are associated with the
dependence of classical indicators of chaos on the choice
of the time parameter. This problem has been intensively
discussed in the literature since Francisco and Matsas
[5] showed the coordinate dependence of Lyapunov ex-
ponents. The latter difficulties are related with charac-
teristic properties of relativistic systems. In cosmology,
for example, we often meet high dimensionality, noncom-
pacity, nonpositive kinetic energy, non-normalizable mea-
sure, nonexistence of global coordinates, nontrivial topol-
ogy, singularities, etc. These properties strongly restrict
the practical use of standard indicators of chaos, even if
the system is treated as a classical one. The second class
of difficulties is in fact the origin of most of the prob-
lems concerning chaos in cosmology, including the one
discussed in this communication.
In terms of the conformal time η the system considered
by CGL [1] is modeled by the H = 0 energy surface of
the Hamiltonian
2H = −p2a + p
2
φ − a
2 + φ2 + a2φ2, (2)
where a is the radius of the universe and φ is the
reparametrized scalar field [6]. CGL proved that the dy-
namics is nonchaotic if formulated in terms of the cosmo-
logical time. Our first point is that this is also true when
the dynamics is formulated in terms of the conformal
time as well as in terms of any other well defined time
parameter. Translating the CGL work into conformal
time it follows that for every physical initial condition,
a > 0 at η = 0, there will be a finite time η such that
a → 0 and a′ → C for η → η, where the prime de-
notes d/dη and C is a nonzero, negative, finite constant.
The absence of physical meaning for a negative universe
radius, a < 0, prevents us from extending the solutions
beyond the big crunch. Since chaos is a concept associ-
ated with an infinite number of recurrences, it is clear
that (2) regarded as a cosmological system is nonchaotic.
To see the generality of this statement we can consider
the Ricci scalar
R
6
= m2
(
φ
a
)2
, (3)
where m is the mass of the coupled field. From Eq. (2)
we have φ′2 + φ2 → C2 when a → 0 and a′ → C, which
leads to two possibilities: R→ 6m2 if φ→ 0, and R→∞
if φ → φ 6= 0. It is easy to see from a Poincare´ section
defined by a = 0, a′ < 0 that φ is typically nonzero at the
big crunch, resulting in a divergent behavior for R. Such
singularity is coordinate invariant and forbids physical
1
extensions of the solutions throughout the big crunch,
whatever coordinates we use.
Since there is no chaos the next question is whether
or not the system is integrable. The answer comes from
Refs. [2,3], where it is shown that the universe would
present chaotic regions in the phase space (pa, pφ, a, φ)
for an infinite sequence of contractions and expansions
[7]. This extension through a < 0 has no physical mean-
ing, as mentioned before, but is an ingenious mathemat-
ical trick to obtain properties in the physical region from
properties in the extended, unphysical domain. For ex-
ample, chaos in the extended domain implies noninte-
grability. In particular, it implies nonintegrability in the
physical region defined by the first half-cycle a > 0, be-
tween a big bang and the following big crunch. We stress
that, even though the extension of the dynamics beyond
the big crunch can be performed in the conformal time
formulation and not in the cosmological time approach
(because of the divergence of the contraction rate), the
result concerning nonintegrability in the physical region
is invariant under coordinate changes. In fact, the re-
lation between the cosmological time and the conformal
time in the physical domain is dT = adη, which is a
particular case of an autonomous transformation of the
form
y = ψ(x), (4)
dτ = λ(x)dt, (5)
where λ is a positive function and ψ is a diffeomorphism.
The integrability is coordinate invariant under this class
of transformations because if {I1, I2, ...} are independent
integrals of motion in the original variables (x, t) (i.e.,
F · ∇Ii = 0 and {∇I1,∇I2, ...} are linearly independent)
then {I1 ◦ ψ
−1, I2 ◦ ψ
−1, ...} are independent integrals of
motion in the variables (y, τ). Therefore we can say that
the conformally coupled FRW model (2) is nonintegrable
in a meaningful sense. Accordingly, we cannot hope to
find exact solutions for arbitrary initial conditions.
The same idea can be used to study the integrability
of others FRW cosmologies, as long as we can find non-
singular coordinates to mathematically extend the solu-
tions. In particular, this procedure works in the spatially
closed cosmology conformally coupled to a scalar field,
with both mass and cosmological constant terms, con-
sidered in Ref. [8]. Since it was shown that this model
is chaotic in the extended domain, it follows that the
system is nonintegrable in the physical region. We ob-
serve that methods based on extensions to unphysical
values have been used for a long time to study integra-
bility in cosmology. Perhaps the best known of them is
the one based on the Painleve´ theory of differential equa-
tions [9]. In the Painleve´ analysis we look for necessary
conditions for integrability (equivalently, sufficient condi-
tions for nonintegrability) by studying critical points in
the complex plane of time.
Summarizing, the dynamics of the model studied by
CGL is chaotic when analyzed for an unphysical sequence
of expansions and contractions of the universe, and is
nonchaotic when considered for the period of time lim-
ited by a big bang and a big crunch. Nevertheless, it does
not mean that the dynamics is simple since the onset of
chaos in the extended domain implies nonintegrability
in the physical region, which poses obstructions to the
study of exact solutions. This characterization is coor-
dinate invariant and does not rely on natural or physical
choices of the time parameter, consistent with the covari-
ant principle of general relativity.
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